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Devel:o.Pment ot: the·· Theorz: - ·----- ..L-------------~---·---
The investigation and study ot·the 71eld point phenomenon 
and aurain aging 1n low carbon -ateel began m-1·935-, with 
. 1 
~---t}le __ work _of Davenpo~t.--and. Bain • - Tb.ey--4-escribed the 
appearance ot "stretcher e_tr_Aiila" during the deformation of 
r1mmed low carbon steel 1n the annealed condition. ·In 
- -
describing the tensile properties ~f such a matepial, the7 
noted that. the abrupt, loc·alized elongation JP.&Y' reduoe the 
load •• DIil.ch as 15 per cent below the upp~r 71eld point:. 
Thia 71eld phenomenon ma7 be _deleterious 1n deep 
drawing or stamping operations, and Davenport and ~e.!.n 
· 11sted such r.em.ed1es aa stretcher leveling,·' a pinch paas, 
or roller leveling. Attar such treatments-.- ~ -eo\U'se-,----
aging may occur, involving the return of the marked yield 
point. 




--- -----~--------- -~ -~---- ------- -
In their studies ot strain aging. Davenpo~t and Bain 
used penetration hardness to tollew the.progression ot the 
aging. This criterion, they emphasized• measurea resistance 
J· 
- - to slip•- aild--tlieTr--·auggested mechanism ~o explain strain 
- ' . 
- - -
. .- ..... --· - -·- . ~- . -
~ 
......... .-........... _......... . . 
. .......... - ···-·"·················--·-··--······-·--·-·-----------··· --- -· .. ·········----··-···········-···········-··· .. - i 
---~--~-~--.. ------~---~--.. -~-»·-·~·~~~·N--~-:~~lam1-~~-d:._--~~---~~~~~~~~'--~~~-~~~--!11----~~~~~~!!2.SlllliA.~::-9n~-~~~=~=-~~~=----~=~=~~=----- · . 
-- - --
~~---~--"'~11P-. P:l~~s. For el!m!eD:bJI _that poss 1b~. p~~~ 1p1tat 94= __ ~-l~!\.;~:--:.:.::=~;~:::~~ 
.----'-~,....--,--4·-·;. -
-·-····· ____ ...... _... .......... ==-
• • ~ 
I 
------ - - _ ~ ·-- -~~~ -rron~tne&us-e-. ~ ag1!i&---they- --ine-1-uded sulfur, pho-spno:rus • 
-- -- ---- - -- ~ ~ -
- -- -- -
-----~~--
-- ----~---------- . --·--~-~-~----~--- --
---- . - -· ---- "·····- - ----·-. --- - . -- --- --- ---·-· 
------·- ----1 
- ---- -···- ·- -- ---- -
. 
. 
· · The importance ot carbon_ in strain aging was -tirst 
' . 
2 




the Jiel~ point and the ultimate tensile strength as 
.. 
' . 
or1ter1a, these .investigators compared the aging be~viors. 
. . ,, . ' f...... . • ' -·~ 
ot steels containing controlled additions ot various 
o&Pbide-tormlng el-ements an4/er .varieus -non•Clll'b.!de~termtng -· 
elements. The1:r conolus1ons were that non-cu-b1de .. foJtm2ng 
elements such aa Al, Cu, OP Ni 1noreaae the extent of strain 
aging• while c~bide•forming elements such aa Vo, Cr, V • 
I 
Ob, or Ti. diminish the extent ot strain aging. When a 
sufficient amount ot one ot tnese carb1de--torm1ng elements 
was present. strain aging seemed not to ooour. Acco:pdingly, 
the 1nYest1ga.tors concluded that one form. ot strain.aging 
can be det1n1 tel7 attributed to carbon and 1 ts cond.1 tioa 
1n the steel. 
· That both carbon and nitrogen are ~esponsible tor the 
·yield point and aging phenomena 1n steels was established 
in 1944 b7 Low and Gensam.ep3• Hardness values and tensile 
prope:rtiea were used to stud7 the aging charaoter1at1e1 ot 
low-carbon at eels w1 )h, controlled cB.l'bon and nitrogen . 
contents. Low and Gensamer concluded' that the ,-1eld point, 
strain aging. and quench aging may all be eliminated from 
·~ . 
, .. 
_ ·---·-····--- ·-···· ... low-carbon steel~_ bz ___ ~e~~~ng _tor rel•:t1~el7 .sll.or_t_ :tlinu.~=~-=--~~=-=-=~~=~~~~----~=--_ .... -.,:; 
--------·---·--·-·-.. -------·· ---r ... -- -·-··- ... ... - - -· . . ... - ·-· - - -
I 
' ·,. 
treatment dl!aaticall.7 Peduoed- -~• •·&Pbon----antl -&itrog..ien~ .. ---· ·--.-~-------.. -·-·---" 
---------- --···· ----- - ---- -----------------------------------~----- - - .. 
carburizing or nitriding. both the yield point and aging 
reappeared. The authors stated that the .presence of either 
-~- ~·, --<- ;.. ,' 
.. 
--- ------~ 
carbon or nitrogen in a~ounta 1 greater than o.003%· 1s 
sutt1c1ent to cause both the yield point and aging 1n iron. 
-
The7 described -exygen as not directl7 a1gn1t1cant. • I .•• 




and nitrogen upon the mechanical properties o~ il'on 1• 
- 4 1llust:rated by the work of Snoek 1n 1941. Using internal 
friction measurements~ Snoek showed that the addition or 
nitrogen to pure il'on created a damping pe~ at o0c, which 
increased 1n magnitude as the nitrogen content was increased. 
With sufficient cold rolling• however, this nitrogen damping 
-
-peak disappeared. When this specimen-was then aged in 
hydrogen at 500 ~, .the oi-iginal n1 trogen damping peak 
reappeared 1n full i trength. 
Such correlations between nitrogen and .carbon content• 
and the yield points and aging phenomena 1n steel led 
5 6 Cottrell and Nabarro to suggest that the yield point or 
•i 
iron is due to carbon or nitrogen atmospheres collected at 
d1sl6cat1ons. Cottrell derived an expression tor the 
. . 
interaction energy of a substitutional solute atom with a 
positive edge dislocation. and Cot'trell and B1lby7 expanded 
this analysis into a theory of yielding .and ___ llr.ain aging. 
--- --- --···--- . - - --- - . -- - -- --- -·-------~~----~ --......... 
- -- --- ·- -- -- . -·. ·---- ........ _ . ._ ,..,_. - --·--· - - . . . ~ 
----·------------------------------~------Jtccorcl!ng to ___ tnls theory, .if-a ·s,itficientl1 large force 1a 
• __, ' • ·-•· ;_ .... , .. -~• ,..._ "-•· ,_. ·•• -~• ., • .,·,,:••,,..,.,,- ,,a ,,,. •• ,- •. ,. • '•-" • --, , • -· 
- -·-·-··· ··-·-··-···~~··---"-· _,,~ ----···-···-·--·,,-· 
applied_ to dislocations surrounded by solute atmosphere~ -t_~~-~~---_ ------
- -- -
--------- --·--· - -· 
dislocations can be torn from· their atmospheres. therebf 
becoming highly mobile and able to produce rapid flow under 
smaller foroas. The result is a sharp upper 7ield point. 
~-
.... ·- ····-', .. •-·•·•··-,-·;-- " --··· ·--~••. -~,••¥'o ·. •. -•-• -"\. - •· • ··, ····--: 
r. 
.... , 
:followed by f'low at a lower yield point •. · A specimen which 
ls unloaded in this overstrained condi t1on contains ti-ee 
dislo~ations, and, on 1111nediate reloading• shows no 7!eld 
point. This then explained t~e success of such pre-
-rabrieation processes as stretcher leveling, as described 
by Davenport and Bain. 
The stl'·a1n aging character1at1cs or steel were also 
conside~ed by Cottrell and Bilby. If a specimen 1n the 
ovePstrained condition is rested for a sufficient time at 
not too low a temperature• solute atoms migrate to the 
.-., 
dislocations to form new· atmospheres. Then~ when the 
specimen is reloaded, the yield point has returned. 
This dislocation model of strain aging was anal7zed 
by internal fri@tio~ m®thod~ iTm th® wo~k of Harpers. 
7 . Cottrell artd BiJLb1\· bad d®rivsd ths following expression 





Ht = _number of atoms prec1p1,ated per Wlit -----
volume atteP time 1; 
-·----------- ----- - __ , -------L = t_otal length of edge dialo~_~tion per 
unit volume 
n0 = numb®rcv of solute atoms per unit volume 
D = diffusion' coefficient at·absolute 
tempera..ture i' 




Tb.is mq be w.r1ttea 
l 
-






where q = fraction of original amount of 
solute precipitated during time t. 
This exp~®~~ion d®1@~ib0~ onl7 
the sa~ly ~t~g®@ @f pr®©ipit~tion 
when nmtual int®Ff@~enc® b@tveen 
ne1gh.boJfing dislocat1·ons is 
negligible • 
. . 
For a mathel'Dat1cal description of the p:reoip1tat1on, 
Harper suggested that· the decrease in the prao1p1tat1on rate 
is pr_oportional ·to the fraction precipitated. Thia 
assumption yields the following expression: 
q= 1- e~ 
Since the magnitude of an internal friction peak 1• 
linearly proportional to the amount of material in solution, 
the following quant1 ty can be measured: 
-1 
~- / -1 
1--q= /~· 
-1 Q0 = value of maximum ot internal 
-tr i.c.tion_ .p.eak --- --- --- --------------------- --- --- -
. . 
-- - .... ·- . -- -- -- -- .c_:_~--•·------,--·""----· --·-·--·------,-·-------·---··-- ·--· . __ ,. > -1 ·--··-·---·---.. c-, ... .---·····-----·-·-······----·-·--·····------·-----·•·-----·--······-·-••-···-··----·-·. -----.---------·----Qt = value of internal tr1et ion ·· 








Thus, for a given pre-strain procedure, 1f the 
constant temperature aging is studied by in.t®:Mial friction 
2/3 measurements, a plot ot log (1-q) versua t sh~uld be 
linear. Harper, woi:aking with high0 ptt~i ty i~on wires 
containing controlled carbom1 or nitrogen additions, made 
such a sti.1.dy ~d obtsi.ined th® ®xpscted linea:r variation. 
Next 0 ~ further interpretation of the variable q was 
9 made by Si®de and Rostoker- • Since q is the fraction of 
the original a.mount of solute returned to the dislocations 
aftel" titm t, it might repr eaent the fractional chang~ in 
yi,eld stress after time t. Accordingly, a:fter conducting 
tensile test studies of the strain ~~g of iron, S1ede . 
2/3 and~~ostoker plotted log (l=f) w®r~us t • where f equals 
the fractional change in yield stress. They obtained the 
expected 11nea~ity. 
In the development of the theory of strain aging• as 
b.as been presented thus far. the importance or the grain 
boundaries in a polycrystalline material has been completel7 
igno~ed. Furthermore 9 Cottrell 9s theory involving dis-
location loops brsaking awa~ from anchoring impu~it7 
atmospheres requires no appreciable prior plastic strain. 
··----·- ---- However, there is significant evidence tor nonc=t)elastic strain 
· 10 
..... -· ··- .·-·-..... ----·- --prior to pronounced yielding. Wessel ~tate;s th~t plastic 
strain preceding the upper yield point has been observed as 
a fm1ction of temperatur® to~ mild atsel, molybdenum, 
tantalum, and columb1um. For these body-cente.rad cubio 
( 
-··-···-··--··--·----~----·-. ,-·- - ~ .-._ ········-
. . . ,._ ·,. ~ .• .... ,. : , .. , .. , ... , 
., 
. 
. mat9Pials. lowering the temper&tlll'e increa~ea this plastic 
strain until the tFm1sition temper-ature is reached. The 
maximum observed values f'or this pre-yield straaln listed by 
Wessel ~e (f'or one-inch gage length): 0.1,% f'or mild steel, 
0.2-0.6% for recrystallized molybdenum, o.oa~ for .annealed 
tantalum. and 0.3% for annealed eolumb1um. 
'Q Considering these observ~tion$ tor pre-7ield plastic 
strain, Weasel suggested a yield m~~~ism including the 
influencs @f graiIDl boundari®~ ~nd other barriers to dis-
location movement~ Hef suggested that some of the dislocations 
originally anchored by Cott~ell atmospheres are torn away at 
stresses even lower than currently measu~abl®.®lasti@ limits •. 
As .the stress rises above the elastic limit, more dislocations 
move through the lattice. These pile up at grain boundaries 
or other barriers su©h as sub-grain boundaries. inclusions. 
or other disloc~tion groups. Wessel calculated that observed 
pre-yield strain requires approximately 1000 pil~d=up dis-
locations per grain for mild steel at ... 19s©c o Such pil,!lld•up 
dislocations accumulate and inc?"eass th@ si~lt'@ss @on@®Rllti°ation.a, 
until they break through the barriers into adjoining material 
to trigger catacly~mic yielding. 
Another study @f pr6)c:>yi®ld·phenomena 1n mild steel is 
the wo:rk 0£ Ow@n.D C0>h®ni, and Averbach11• For tensi.le strt:ts~e• 
slightlJ ~bove th~ upper yield stress. the strain was 
. 0 obserw®d to develop 1n three distinct stages at -196 c. 











Where the strain remained constant .for a certain delay ti.m=> • · 
Next, a microcreep stage was reached, 1n which the strain 
was time dependent. Finally 9 the Ltlc;lers strain region was 
reached 9 which is uSually considered the beginning of gross 
y1eldingo Thus 1 the yield phenomenon does not seem quite 
. . 
as simple as the original dislocation anchoring theory of 
Cottrell and Bilby. 
···)~~· Because of these complex oonsideratlons, Cottrell 12 
has expanded his theory 0£ the yield point. He suggested 
1n 1958 that the true upper yield point is normally not 
observed in practice because non-axial loading, scratches, 
changes in cross-saotion, and internal stresses at the 
corners of grains and inclusions provide stress concentra-
tions that initiate local yielding prematurely. As evidence, 
Cottrell cited that with precautions, some observers have 
obtained upper yield points at room temperature of twice 
. 
the lower yield stress. Conventionally, it is 10-20 per 
cent greater. 
Cottr~ll believes that the upper yield point in 
conventional experiments is the stress at which prematurely 
yielded zones can trigger yield in adjacent grains. As 
more and more grains are triggered, the yield zones spread 
across the speci1nen and form a L-llders band. Yield at the 
--··-··-----·--·-·---- .. --·--'·-· -~ ._lower :yia-1d po:btt·-ts-:e:-s:~n:trte.1:iy=·the S ame Proc es s , but 
• 
ooeumat a lower stress because so many places exist along 








· can occur· and because the change in cross-section ·and 
' changs in orientation 1n a single crystal 1nt·ens1ry the· 
stress at the L~ders front. 
Finally 0 Cottrell adapts his earlier theor1 into a 
mechanism of dislocation pile-ups for yield propagation 
similar to the mechanism suggested b7 Wessel. Cottrell 
states that when a dislocation source is unpinned, it 
l'elee.ses an avalanche of dislocations into its slip plane • 
and these pile up at the grain bo'Wl.dar7. Their stress 
concentration acts with the applied stress on the dis-
locations of the next grain and unpins the nearest of 
these. so that the process is repeated in this next grain. 
For this theory. Cottrell derives an expression relating 
the lower yield stress with tha grain size of a specimen. 
) This predicta that the lower yield stress should vary 
linearly with the inverse of the square root of the grain 
diameter. Cottrell presents e~ erimental results ~or 
iron whioh are consistent with this. 
Objectives of ~h~ ~~esent Investigat1os· 
From the foregoing discussion of the theory or the 
yield and aging phenomena in low carbon steels. it is 
evident that the grain bowidari-es may be an important factor 
in the yield behav.1or of such steels. Consequently. grain 
. 
- . 
size may be an important variable taffecting the yield 
.behavior. For the present invastigation. it was decided 





clarified by comparing the st:re.1n aging behavior of low 
carbon steels having.different ferrite grain sizes. The 
aging was s~udied by means of tensile tests on strip.. 
tensile specimens mac·hined from lowe:acerbon sheet; the 
· criterion for the extent of aging was the yield strength 
at 0.2 per cent offset. This criterion merely was convenient 
as a reproducible procedure for analyzing the pertinent 
stre~~~strain curves. For the aging procedure, the pre-
straining operation, the aging, and the final testing.were 
all performed at room temperature. 
A second objective of this investigation was based on 
the aforementioned work of S1ede and Rostoker. In their 
2/3 · work, they present plots of log (1-f) versus t for the 
strain aging or iron at -33°0 (-27°F) and at -75°C (-100°F). 
For this work, each curve was obtained by pre-strain~g, 
aging, and retesting at whichever of the two temperatures 
was being studied. Their surprising conclusion was that 
i 0 the rate of strain aging at -75 C was greate~ than that at 
0 
.33 c. Their explanation for this was that evidently the 
mean fr.ee distance between dislocations after pre-strain 
0 was so much shorter for the ~75 C tests that it more then 
-·-·· ------ - ·-- ----··----~-----···--·----·-----·-
compensated for the dec1~a.ased diffusivity of the carbon and 
nitrogen at the lower temperature. 
.. , ...... 
- ----- - -
-.. ~ - ·--- ----- -. - . ·- -- . . ···- - --- - . - - -- ------ --- --- --- -·· . - ·-- -- -- - ~-- -- - -------~~---~ ~-··-· - --~ --·- -·-·=----- -.. ::_· __ ---
------- ---- ---For the present investigation. this dislocation situation 
postulated by S1ede and Rostoker was further investigated. 
·If tl1eir hypothesis is valid, it was felt that if aging 
• 
11, j . 
I cu-rves are prepared for specimens pre-strained at two 
widely different temperatures but aged at a common 
temperature, then the specimens pre~strainad at the lower 
. temperature should show the more rapid aging even more 
mB.rKedly than did the specimens of Siede and Rostoker. 
Consequently. two aging curves were prepared--one for 
0 
~110 F pre-strains plus room temperature aging end retesting 
I 
. and th·e other for room temperature pre-strains plus room 
temperature aging end retesting. This analysis assumes 
,1' 0 ., that the dislocation distribution at -110 F might be retained 




EXP ER IMEN'f AL PROO EDURE 
Material 
The material used 1n the investigation was low-carbon, 
r1nnned steel sheet, measuring approximately 0.037 inch 
' ,IQ 1n thickness. The results of a chemical·enalysis made on 
a sample of the sheet are listed in Table 1. The analysis 
was made at the Bethlehem Steel Corporation. Some of the 
elements were determined ,using wet chemical methods. others 
using spectrographic methods. 
Preparat1o~. of Specimens 
For tensile specimens, strips 9 1/2 inches long and 
3/4 inch wide were cut from the as-received sheet, •1th 
their lengths parallel to· the rolling direction. These 
~ strips were then machined into standard ASTM_strip tensile 
specimens. This involved milling a reduced section 1n tbe 
middle of es.ch strip; this reduccad section was :5 3/4 ~hes 
' long. with a width at its center of o.500 ! 0.010 inch. 
For purposes of gripping the specimen 1n the tensile tests• 
a hole of 1/4-inch diameter was drilled 3/4 inch beyond 
each end of the reduced section. The specimen shape is 
shown 1n Figure 1 • 
. Next, the speeinens were furnace annealed under a 
·~ .. ; 
. 
-··· · · , sligQt ·pl.dai t-i ve pressure of helium. This atmosphere 
produced a consistently bright surface on the specimens. 







',.,, ,-· .•. - ·' '• ··-·1', ., •.'.,•_, ... -· ·,· ,- • ":.- -.,:-,};.•:·-~ . .,_-,,~-· ••.· ". 
. ,,,·_ 
sizes ·r·or use in the study of- the atfect of grain size on 
the aging b~havior • the following annealing procedures, 
as developed. by trial-and-error• were employed. 
- - 0 
1 • .Anneal at 1700 F for 15 rn,nutes and furnace 
cool. This procedure resulted 1n specimens-
wi th a grain size a.s shown 1n Figure 2a. The 
ASTM grain size number we.s 7 .e. 
2. Anne~l at 2000°F for 20 minutes and furnace 
cool. The grain size of these specimens 1• 
shown in Figure 2b. The ASTM grain size 
number was 506. 
3. Anneal at 2100°F'for 60 minutes and furnace 
cool e The grain siz·e or these ~pecimens 1a 
shown 1n Figure 2c. The ASTM grain size 
number was 4.4. 
Varying the austen1t1z1ng temperature end time ~athe~ 
than the cooling rate did ·c.hange the austen1t1c grain size 
1n addition to the ferr1t1e grain size, but the procedure 
used was dictated by the type of furnace available. 
I 
The Tensile festip.g Machine 
-· ...... ·-·---- ·-·--·-···-··----.. ········--·----·-··-···-~··----------·-----·--------·~-,-----~ .. ----· . '. ' 
- .. -· -- ... The tensile testing machine used was a Baldwin-Tate-
_, __ ·--~~=~~..EmO-PY.·---·uni-t-,----W-1°th---a---Baldwfn---·microformer stressG:istrain 
recorder.- For-- ·-the low soale used 1:n these t'-~H4lt~ 0 the load: -----------------·- - -
range was o· to 6000 lbs., with the scale ~aduated in 




Each ~rtudy· of gtrain aging behavior involved three 
operations 8 . the pre~~tre.in, the aging,; and the final 
tensil® test. For a11· of the tests, the aging ope:ration 
and the final tensile test were performed at room tempera-
tur-e. The temperature of the pre--strain depended upon the 
behavior being studied. For the study of the effect of 
grain size., the prec3train temp®iflf&t~® w~~ 1roomm tem.pe:ratu:re 
tor all specimens e vVhen pr ac:3~~rtrain tempsr~twrs was to be 
varied, the temperatures used~ were room temperature and 
. 0 
~110 F, the latter temperature being that of dry ice and 
therefore easily attainable. For all the pre-strains, 
10 per cen:t elongation over a one-inch gage length was used, 
which is well beyond the 11m1 t ot yield elongation for low 
carbon stee113 ® 
The strip tensile sp~cimens required designing a special 
gripping system. Th_e requirements for the grips were that 
they hold the specimen firmly w1 th a minimum or slipping 
and that they fit. together w1 th the extensometer system. 
into tl1e insulated cylinder built for containing the low 
0 temperature bath used for the -110 F pret!Dstrains. According-
ly, two gripping rods were machined ;from 1040 round material; 
the upper gripping rod was 10 inches long• ·and the lower, 
4 inches long. These rods are visible 1n Figure 3, which 
shows the pre-strain apparatus, as used e.t room temperature •. 
One end of each rod was threaded for so~ewing the rods into 
the testing grips used tor standard 0.505-inch tensile 
'' 
.. ···•. ,·,w{-ir.;,,,.J:'.,•!,".\,.,;-,1..1:,,,_r,;,u.-•_ .. ;;···-"l"~"'~~-rph'·"•' _ ., .... ~·1:r-;·".,ff~'l(.!i•;· .<':·~;.t.,;;.r. _,~., _,;n·.••.v,-·-. -· · ,;•.•,, .... ,. -····· .. ,. • . , , ···--




spec1me ns. · The other end of each rod held tb.e · specimen 1n 
.a 3~1nch deep. slot which contained two screws. a counter-
-
sink sorew to pass tbr_ough the gripping reg1-on or the 
specimen and a set-screw to relieve some .. or the load from. 
the counter-e,nk screw. The counter-sink screw was a 
l/4-inch screw located 3/4 .inch from the tip or the rod, 
while the set-screw was a 5/16~1nch screw located closer 
to the tip. The counter-sink screws are clearly visible 
,,_ 
in Figure 3. Also visible ~loser to the tips of the rods 
are the holes drilled for the set~screws. 
In order to ensure uniaxial loading, the grips were 
.. -
always secured 1n the following fashion_. ___ .. Eir_e_t ____ the ___ ae.t~-
screws were completel7 loosened. Then, the specimen was 
inserted into the slots 1n the rods and the counter~sink 
screws screwed 1n lightly. Next, the arrangement was placed 
1n the tensile machine, and 100 lbs. load applied. Under 
this load• the counter~sink screws were tightened to clamp 
--
down the sides of the rod again&~ the specimen. Finally, 
the set-screws were tightened. Using this procedure, with 
sharp set-screws, gave very little slipping of the specimen. 
After the grips were __ secured, the arrangement waa 
removed from ·the. tensile machine, and the extensometer 
specimen elongation ove~ a one-inch gage length to relative 
displacement or two al,im1num collars at the top or the 




16 . . . ·, 
container was 1n position. the top of the extensometer was 
above the conte.1ner. The relat.1v·e d1splaoem81lt of the 
aluminum collars actuated a dial gage \'l!h1ch measured the 
elongation to the nes.r®~t one 0 thou~m1dth of an inch. 
The tensile spscimen was held at the gage length b7 
two pairs of ho~izont~l oross bars. This cross bar 
arrangement is viffiible in Figure 3, and Figure 5 shows the 
details of the clamping arrangement. In· Figure 5, it ia · 
important to note the small springs included in the clamping 
arrangement in ordeP to maintain pressure throughout the 
deformation or the specimene 
After th® ~xtensomster was attached• the specimen waa 
ready for pre-straining and was mounted in the tensile 
testing machine. I:t the pre-strain temperature was to be 
-llO°F, the cooling container was a tte.ch@d and dry ice and 
ethyl alcohol added until temperatuJf® w~s attained. 
For the study of gi1)ain]. aiz® eff®@ts. a constant strain~ 
:rate procedure was used for the pre-strain. A c are1'ul 
check on the yield point of each specimen during pre-strain 
was made to evaluate specimen reproducibility. Since the 
load 1nv-olved was low, an initial low strain rs. te was employed 
through the yield reg1ono For a setting o~ 10 c~ the loading 
' ".'.... ····-· 
- --·- --- -- -- ···-·---,-- -· - ---- ...... -- - ---- ---------- ---- ----------~------~-- ---a=='-~--~=-=:=~-~---~:~~:":-~-'=-~=-::_c::,~·~=:-~-:::·=-··=-::~~-a:t=s.1-~-- :::!i~---·10-e:dl-ng .. -r i:ft e ·- of 500- -'lbs -~/min·~ -we. s-·· con a 1st en t 17 
obtained •. Once past th® yield region- the loading dial wa.s1 
incre~-~--~d to 12 .for the remainder of the pre-strain. After 
aging, the tensile retest was r\Ul with the dial again set I 
. . . 1. 
··.: .... 
on- 12, wh,1oh ga,ye:-a loading rate o-f 800 lb·s./minute 1n 
the elastic range. The loading rate was determined by a 
R. F. Blanks load pacer. · 
17 
For the study of the effect ot pre~etrain temperature, 
a constant 1oad1ng-Fate procedure wa~ used for· the pre-
strain. In this case,· the loading dial was continuousl7 
changed to maintain a loading rate of 500 lbs./min. Thia 
procedure made the loading time,s for 10% pre-strain 
approximately equal for the room temperature end -11o°F 
pre-a trains. 
The AgJng Oper.at.ion 
All aging was conducted at room temperature, w:tµch •as 
75 ! 15°F •. To prevent oxidation, the specimens were stored 
1n a dessicator -containing calcium chloride. 
In the case of room temp~~atura pra~atrain operations, 
the aging time began at ·Ghe release of the pre-strain stress 
and ended upon the application of the final tensile test 
load. These times were recorded to the nearest minute. 
0 After a pre-strain at --110 F, the aging time began 
when the specimen reached room temperature 9 after removal 
trom the cooling container. Againv th® aging time ended 
1). 
with the appli©~tion of the final tensile test load. 
The Final Tansil® Test 
The final stressaistrain curve for each specimen was 
drawn using the Baldwin microformer stress-strain recorder. 
• 
. . ._· 
•· 
) 
:~-',•\'_,, ,';, . ·': ·:· .... , ' ·.,.• .. - .. 
18 
The microformer · model had a one-inch gage length and was 
. placed midv,ay between the gage marks left by the pre-strain • 
. 
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The Effec~ of Annealing Temperature· 
on Aging Behavior 
Table 2 11s-ts the :results of the ro·om temperature 
pre-.etrain and aging study for specimens annealed at 
1'7oo°F. 2000°F, and 2100°F, and then aged for the various 
aging times listed. The pre~strain properties listed for 
each specimen are the p:reC)~tF>am upper yield point and the. 
final stress for 10 p®~ ©®nt along~tion, designated as O' 10 
in the table. In addition to showing specimen 
.. reproducibility, th® latter quantity, U10, enables the 
calculation of aging parameters that consider individual 
specimen variation. The fourth column or the table lists 
.... 
·the y1-eld strength of es.ch specimen after aging, designated 
as Y2 • 
The curves resulting from the data in Table 2 are 
plotted in Fig'Ures 6, ?, and a. Figure 6 is a plot of Y2 • 
the yield st~angth after aging, versus the aging time~ 
hours. The data fo~ each of the three series of_spec1mens 
resulting from the three annealing temperatures ~® plotted,· , 
giving the three aging curves shown. :rnsp~ction of the 
curves suggests. that the time for compl® ta aging i~ the same 




- ~ --in yield strength after complete ag"lrig is -the··s·ame ·:ror all 
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In order to confirm this, the- quantity Y2 ... C1 lO~- as - --
.listed in Table 2, was plotted as a function of aging time, 
with the results shovm. 1n F.igure _7. Here» it is seen that 
the results from all three series or specimens fall on a 
common cur~® o Hence, it appears that the grain size has 
I had no effect upon the kinetics of the aging, but has merely, 




The aging analysis made by Siede and Rostoke:r predic,ts 
2/3 that a plot of log (l~f) versus t should be linear. In 
this analysis 9 f i~ the f~Qctional change in yield strength, 
and tis the aging time. Accordingly, the necessary cal-
culations were made for the three series of specimens and 
are presented in Table 3. The quantity f for a given 
specimen aged for time twas calculated ~y dividing its 
pa:rticulaP value of Y2 - cr 10 by the final value of Y2 - <110 
obtained after completely aging several specimens with the 
same ew.n®aling hi~ii:o~. The three final values used were 
s.soo p~i for the 17oo°F specimens, 6,400 psi for the 2000°F 
\ 
.. ··-···----·--··-·--·-· ............. -.-------· "" speei.mans, and e.soo psi ror the· 210-0°F speciniens. - ·The· 
results of such calculations are show.n in Figure a. Although 
the scatter of the data points 1s undesirably large. no trend 
other than linear! ty can be noted. or course, as 1n Figure 6, 
the trends for the three series of specimens annealed at 
•i.'. 
ditf erent temperature cannot be separated ., 
The, ~f ect · of ;p~e-s.tr9:~ .Teif!Peratur~ 
on Aging Behavior 
Table 4 lists the room temperature aging results for 
comparing a room temperature pre-strain with a pre~atra1n 
at -110°F. As· in Tabla 2 • .for each specimen, the aging 
time, the pre-at~ain upper 11eld point, the pre-strain final 
stress for 10 per cent elongation~ and the yield strength 
after aging are tabulated. All the specimens used for 
the comparison of pre-strain temperatures were annealed 
at 1700°F. 
The aging curves from the data or Table 4 are plotted 
1n Figure 9. Comparing the room temperature pre-strain 
curve with the -110°F pre-strain curve reveals that the 
0 ~ 
-110 F pre-strain curve reaches its, maxfmuv11 after a longer I' 
aging time then does the other curve. However. in under-
going this aging, the -110°F preatrain curve increases more 
in yield strength than the other curve. Specifically, the 
.. 110°F curve increases 1n yield strength from 40,500 psi to 
s1.ooo psi, while the room temperature cur.ve 1ncreaa1as from 
45.200 psi to 52,700 psi. These increases are 10 0 500 psi 
' ~ 
•. f"!, 
for the -110°F curve~ end 7~500 psi for the room temperature 
curve. Consequentlyc\9 in order to compare thra aging kinetics 
- for the two pre-~train op®rations, the analysis of S1ede 
and Rostoker must be used, since it considers the fractional 
change in yield strength. 
I 
22· 
The oaloulat1ons for log. (1-f') and t 2/ 3 appear 1n 
Table 5. · Since the, values of Y2 - 0'10 are memiingless for 
the -110°F pre-stra~, the quantity f lvas calculated by 
dividing a given specimen's increase in yisld strength over 
the minimum yield strength observed (for example, e.fter 
one hour of aging) by the final increase 1n yield strength, 
observed in the fully aged ape cimens. This procedure was 
. 0 used for both the room tempe~atura and -110 F pre-strain 
aging curves. The resulting curves are shown 1n Figure 10. ~ 
They. indicate that the ~110°F pre-strain resulted in a 
slower rate of strain aging than the room temperature pre-
strain. 
--- -··--·-···-------··--·--··-- ···-··-· - . ····- -,-·----~--·-"'·-------·· ... -... , ...... ____ _ 
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
The Et'fect or Annealing Temperature 
·on Aging Behavior 
The yield phenomenon and aging behavior can be 
explained by the theory of yield postulated by Wessel and 
by Cottrell and described in the Introduction to this 
investigation. This theory involves a triggering of the 
yield by pre-yield pile ... ups of prematurely freed d!s• 
locations at· the grain boundaries. In discussing aging 
kinetics, the yield mechanism is important because it 
determines the dislocation distribution after yielding. 
It is well known that decreasing grain size raises 
the yield stress, and Cottrell's theory for the yield 
point includes a derivation of the yield stress as a 
function of grain diameter. In this theory, a coarse-
grained specimen supposedly yields at a lower stress 
because each large grain contains a large number 0£ the 
dislocations that are capable of prematurely breaking away 
from their atmospheres. Thus 11 large grains would be 
expected to form grain~boundary dislocation pile-ups more 
quickly than small grains. §Jn.ce these pile-ups initiate 
yielding by triggering dislocation movement in adjacent 
graineD large grains would be expected to have a lower 
yield strength than small grains. 
23 
-- ~ 




Anoth'-er factor cooperative- with ·the situation in 
large grains is one which tends to increase the yield 
stress of rine-grained material. Associated with each 
grain boundary is a stress field which extends into the. 
grain interior a certain depth. Since this stress field 
results from atomio diso~der at the grain boundary, its 
depth of extension into the grain may be assumed to be 
' 1ndependen t of grain size. Hence-, for fine-grained 
· . materia.1 9 this stress field would encompass a greater 
fraction of each grain, thereby discouraging the premature 
breaking-away of the dislocations necessary to form -
pile-ups at the grain boundarie~. 
Thus, the yield phenomenon appears to depend upon a 
critical size of dislocation pile-up at the grain 
boundaries. This critical size might be independent of 
grain size or it might increase somewhat for smaller grains. 
Such· an inore~se might result from the increasing sff'ect 
·1n ·small grains of the grain-boundary stress field, which 
would inhibit the activation of dislocation mills 1n 
adjacent grains. Therefore. if tl1e critical. size of dis-
1ocation pile~up is constant or increases with decreasing 
grain size. whereas· the amount of' grain boundary area is 
higher for small grains, the dislocation density immediately 
prior to yielding would be expected to be higher in fine-
grained ma ter1al than 1n coa::rse-gi·a1ned ma teyaial. 
·~· 
· 25, 
The problem at this point i_s whether this difference 
1n disloc~tion density .at yielding cam influence the aging-
behaviors fo~ m.at®rials fJith· diff~r®nt grr&in sizes. Since 
any such influence obviously depends upon retaining the pre-
yield dislocation density, it would seem more likely t~at 
the.influence would be most apparent at strains just beyond 
the yield point. In this investigation. the end of the 
room temperature yield elongation varied from just below 
2 per cent for specimens annealed at 2100°F to ·almost 
3 per cent for those annealed at l?00°F. Accfoy.idingly, the 
.,"ry 
10 per cent elongation used for the pre-strain operation in 
this investigation would not be expected t.o show differences 
in dislocation density as well as the 3 per cent elongation 
used by S:iede and Rostoker. However, the device available ·· 
:for measuring the amount of pre-strain necessitated using a 
-~~~ 
higher p~r cent elongation'"~ 
Thus, if the yield theory of Wessel and Cottrell is 
accepted, the results shown in Figures 7 and 8 indicate 
that the dislocation distribution immediately after yield has 
"·····-····-····--·--_, ... ~---·····- ·-·- ·-----bEien·removed by the· 10 par·· cent elongation. This results 
in aging behavior that is independent of the ferrite grain 
size in the specimens. 
The Et:fect of Pr:~-~train Tenm!t:,ature 
upon Aging Behavior. 
The results shown 1n Figures 9 end 10 indicate that 







those _, __ aged at room temperature. In seeming contrast, 
Siede end Rostolre~ reported that specimens pre-strained 
at- c::,100°F wad aged. and retested at this temperature aged 
,. ,r 
, 
• . 0 
mo~e rapidly than specimens s1m.1larl7 studied at -27 F. 
However, th® following differences between the procedure 
of this investigation and- that of Siede and Rostoker must 
be emphasized: (1) For Siede and Rostoke~ 0 pre~straining, 
· · ag1ng 0 and retesting were a.1-1 per.for~sd at the same 
tempe:!f~ture, while ~ th® present investige.tion the .specimens 
0) pre~~train®d ~t ~110 F wepe aged and retested at room 
temperature, and (2) S1ede and Rostoker used a pre-strain 
of 3 per cent elongation, while the present ln:vestigation 
used 10 per cent elongation. 
Either of these t1tt> differences 1n procedure could 
have had sign.ifioant ~ffec't$e For example, the heating 
ot the specimens pre-strained at -i10°F to room temperature l 
could have changed the dislocation distribution. More 
important. however, ·1s the possible r/af.fects of the second 
difference in procedure. As describsd ~bova, the pre-strain 
of 3 per cen·t ·elongation would b® mor® lilrely to retain 
the dislocation dist~ibution at the time of yielding. 
The results of the study or the e~fect of pre-strain 
temper\ture upon aging . beha v1or can be summarized from 
- .... , 
' 
0 the curves of Figure 9. First, the -110 F presstrain 
curve reaches a maximum later then the room t®mperature 
pre-a train curve. However• the .total 
... 
2'7, 
strength upon complete aging 1s greater tor the -11o°F 
0 G}arve. Both of·· these observations suggest that the -110 F ·~ 
. 
-
f specimens contained less dislocations than th® y.>Oom 
temperature specL~ens. Less dislocations would increase 
the mean free distance between dislocations. which would 
slow do\Vn complete aging, and less dislocations wnuld 
increase the solute atom content pe~ dislocation, which 
would increase tbe total gain in yield strength upon 
c0I4Plete .aging. 
. ' 
The situation involving less dislocations after the 
0 . 
-110 F,pre~strain must be attributed either to the heating 
of the specimens to room temperature or to the 10 per cent 
elongatione According to Wessel' s observations, lowering 
the temperature increa~ed the pre~yiald plastic strain• 
which means that the dislocations piled up at the grain 
boundaries should increase with de©reasing temperature. 
If such a situation is retained through yielding• this 
explains the reaul ts of Siede and Rostoker, namely that 
lowe~ pre-strain temperatures decrease the mean free distance 
between dislocations after a 3 per cent pre .. atrain .• 
If this explanation is accepted, then the reverse 
result ror the specimens pre-strained 10% and retested 
at room temperature must be explained. Conceivably, t~e 
. .. -· -··"' . . ~·- -- - - ---·- - ...... _. - - . -
10% pre-strain eould. itself cause the change 1n relative 
mean~frea distances between dislocations. Ir the dis-
location distribution at yield is assumed to change as the 
-···---·-· --·----«-- •---·-- -·-· -----······ -··- ... -·-···· 
J1 • 
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strain increases after the yield• then the original pre• 
y:1eld distribution may be eventually completelr- dsstroJed. · 
Then the role of thermal tluctu~ti~ps in aiding dislocation 
movement may bacom.a the controlling factor. At lower 
temperaturas 8 the~mal fluctuations would be less significant 
1n aiding di_slocation break--away. Thus, fewer dislocations 
may be activated to accomplish extensive elongation in a 
lower temperature pre-strain. These f®we~ dislocations 
accordingly signify an increased mean. free distance 
between dislocations. Consequently• for materials pre-
strained considsrably beyond the yield elongation. lower 
p~e~stra1n temperatures may result in slower strain aging. 
This analysis is consistent with the results of Figures 
9 and 10. 
Suggested Further Work 
The following studies would help clarify the phenomena 
of the yield point and strain aging in low carbon steels. 
1. A study relating ~oom temperature aging b@havior 
with varying amounts of pre~strain elongation at 
low tempera.tu:res. The amoun.ts of pre-strain 
selected should be of the order of 2, 3 and 4 
per cent elongation 1n order to observe the dis-
location distribution after yield and the changes 
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2. A room temperature .study of the effect or grain 
size upon aging kinetics for specirilens p:r,e .. stra1nef;l-
1n the amounts of 2. 3• end 4 per cent elongation. 
3. An investigation using more sensitive equipment 
to study other s~~ain aging criteria, such as the 
proportional limit and the return of the dis-, 
continuous yield in tensile _testing • 
.. 
···- - '··- ..•.... , ............ ·--·--···· .. - ...... - ..... -.~--·-----··-···--- ~ ~--~ . ----·-.---·---~-. -- . -- ----- - ----- - --··- -.--- ~-~- ~ .. -
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- . . --- ............ :~-, .. . ... _ ........ 
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.. _ V 
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... :-1 
-------------; ____________ ....,_ ______ ~ 




1. For amounts of pre~atrain considerabl7 beyond the yield 
elonga.t1on 0 large changes in f err1te grain size have 
no s1sn1ficant effect upon the strain-aging kinetics 
ot low carbon steel. 
2. For specimens pre-strained 10 p·er cent 1n elongation 
at various pre~stra1n temperatures~ then aged and 
retested at room tamparfmtur_e» a lowering of pre~stre.in 
.,, 
temperature d®crsa~®~ the 1 rata of strain-aging. Thia 
may be attributed to an inc:reased~ mean free distance 
between dislocations • 
.. 
i 
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TABLE l 
RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF LOW CARBON, 
RIMMED STEEL SHEE:11 USED IN THE INVESTIGATION. 
RESULTS EXPRESSED AS PER CENT OF ELEMENTS LISTED 
C Mn Si N Ti V Al 
o.o9 o.41 0.01 0.004 0.004 0.02 o.ooe 
., .. 
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TABLE 2· 
THE EFFOOT OF ANNEALDJG TEMPERATURE ON THE 
ROOM TID,1PERATURE AGING OF CARBON STEEL SHEEI' PRE-STRAINED 10 PER CENT IN ELONGATION AT 
ROOM TEJ@ERATURE 
10 Stress Y2, Yield Pre-strain Up-per ~or 19% Strength Yield Point Pre-strain after Aging 
psi· psi psi 
Annealed 15 minutes at 1700°F 
27,000 45,500 45.,800 
2'7,200 46,000 46~800 
.26~400 42,500 44,.,300 27,900 - 45 8700 49 0000 26,000 46~000 49,900 
25,800 441)800 50 9000 27,000 45,700 51,100 26,900 46»300 52,900 
27,100 459500 52,600 
27,600 459800 52,600 
Anp.ealed 20 minutes at 2000°F 
21,800 400800 41,700 22,600 449000 45,700 
20,900 4lr,800 44,900 
21,000 43[)900 47,900 
21,900 43,500 47,900 
21,500 42.0900 48,600 
22,100 43g,200 49,600 
22,400 43D8QQ 49,900 
23,100 44f)500 51,000 
23,000 43~900 50,300 
22,400 43~000 49,400 
.Annealed 60 mintites at 21oo°F 
21,200 42»000 42,500 
20,600 41,600 43,400 21,100 42,000 46,000 
20,100 42fJ200 45,600 
20,100 41,100 45,800 
-·· 48·------ --- --- 19,300 .... 40,000- - ·45 700 --- ······ . . ------- - -------···--·· -·- .. -----···-·· -- --· ----- ... -· ··- .. , .. ,. . ---·------------- --· -·-·•·-••"·~ ............... ---·-' -•.-··----. ·-·-· -·----- .. 
- I 
'70 20,200 41,300 47 000 
. "' ' . . . . --- -- . ---
-· 
··· 101 20,300 41,600 47,300 ·~~ - - " . . ..,, -'••····-·---~- ·- ·. ----·-·- ·- ... '. 143 20,600 41,200 4'7 ,800 169 20,300 39,900 46,700 216 20,000 41,900 48,200 
- - ---'-~ 






























5,700 -- ··- ---·-··-·- ---·· .,.. .. -·•··--· --· '' -· ' --·····--··· ... ... -·-- ·-,"···~--,. _, . . . 
5,700 
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TABLE 3 








Y2-- (J 10 Yield Strength 
psi f (1-t) 
Log 
{1-f) 
























. 48 13.21 
70 16.99 
·101 21.69 
.. - _..J __ - - • -·----- .----·-. -- ------- ---"-· 
300 0.0441 





at 2000°F Final .(Y2-CT10) 
900 0.1406 
~,.?OO 0.2656 
3,100 0.4844 4,ooo o.e250 
4.400 o.6875 
5,700 o.8906 
at 2100°F Final (Y2-Gio> 
500 0.0758 1.soo 0.2727 4,ooo. o.sos1 
5~400 0.5152 
4.700 o.7121 
s,7oo · o.es36 
5.100 o.8636 
s.7oo o.8636 
- -~- ~ - --~. -·---~--- --··--····· ~- . ---------- - -·· -·- ·-· . --
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TABLE 4 .. 
YIELD STRENGTH VALUES RESULT DTG FROM ROOM -· ~ 
TEMPmATURE AGING OF CARBON STEEL SHEEI' ANNEALED 
AT l 700°F AND PRE-STRAINED 10 PER C:ENT IN 










cr10 Stress for 
10% Pre-strain 
psi · 
Y2 Yield Strength 
after Aging 
psi 
Room Temperature Pre-strain 
l 25,500 45.800 45,200 
2 27,000 46~100 45,700 
' 3 29,400 48,200 4'7, 500 
6 28,000 46a,OOO 4'7,800 
10 26l'800 46"400 47 ~500 
22 25,600 45,500 509500 
43 25.600 46~000 510700 96 30,000 45s,600 51£1600 144 25,800 421) 800 50,000 
211 26,300 45,700 52,700 
0 Pre-strain e.t •110 F 
0.5 42,600 59,>200 41~900 
6 45,000 57 _soo 40,500 
22 40.100 55,,000 40,600 
· 25 40,300 60,500 45~100 48 4.5,200 59.,300 47@700 
74 43.,300 561)500 48,800 
120 38,500 56,500 49,600 
166 39,600 53,900 51,000 
239 41,900 58,100 51,000 
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TABLE 5 
CAICULATION OF VARIABLES IN SIEDF,..AND-ROSTOKffl 
FXPRESSION FOR ·STRAIN AGD!Ge SP~ IMENS 
ANNEALED AT i 7oo°F .AND PRECQSTRAINED 10 PER CENT 
IN ELONGATION AT ROOM TEAiPBRATURE AND AT -110°F 
Aging Time Fractional Change 
in Yield Strength 
3'7 
t 2/3 
Hours I f (1-f) ~g (1-f) 
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1.0000 0.0000 
0 • 9265 -0 s0332 







0 e3367 m:a0o4'728 
0.2245 -o.6488 
0.1429 -0.0450 
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~ (a) Annealed at 17>00°F I (b) Annealed at 2000°P 
· tor 20 minute, and --· 
turnace-oooled. ASTM 
grain size Ho. 5.6. 
tor 15 minutes -and 
turnace-oooled. ASTM 
·grain aize No. 7.6. 
lOOX mag., nital ·etch. lOOX g., nital etch. 
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(e) Annealed at 2100°F tor 
60 minutes and turnace-
~ooled. ASTM grain 
size No.,.,. lOOX 
.. mag., ni tal etch. 
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Figure 2. M1crostructures ot Specimens Used• 
Showing Ferrite Grain Sizes. 
----·--------·---------~---------
Figure 5. Pre-strain Apptµ-atus • 
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Figure 4. Pre-strain Apparatus 
with Cooling Container 1n 
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Cross-section of Strip Tensile 
Specimen Held by Knife-edge 
and Pointed Set-screw 
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The Lower Cross Bar Visible 1n Figure 3 is 
Illustrated. 
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· Pigiire 6 •· Room Temperatur·e Aging Curves 
for Carbon Steel Sheet Annealed at 
1700°F, 2000°F 9 and 2100°F. Specimens· 









D - .. _Annealed 15 min. at 
--0-0- 1700°F, ASTM Grain 
Size Noo 706 
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Figure 7. Room Temp·erature Aging Curves 
Showing _(Y2-cr10) Variation f~r Carbo~ 
Steel Sheet Ann®al®d at 1700 Fl) 2000 Fi 
and 2100°Fe Specimens Pre~stra1ned 10~ 
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Y = Yield Strength ( 
-2 after Aging · -___ --=-·····-=···--·=·-·······=·-·········=····-·····-=·-·-···-=···-······=·· =cc-:a,: 
U10= Stress Necessary I 
to Pre~strain · 
10% 1n Elongation l 
Annealed 15 min. at 
17oo°F~ ASTM Grain 
Size NoQ 706 
Anneal ea.- ·2·0··· m1n-~ ···at------cc--~-~-~---~- .. 
2000°F 9 ASTM Grain 
Size Noo 606 
Annealed 60 min. at 
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Figul"e 8. Room 
Temperature Aging 
Behavior of Carbon 
Steel Shea t D Pl~1;s1ng 
L9g (lof) yso t /·, 
where 1 a / ~ I I 
: ~ ,. 
, . I -0 50 . ·-/ 
1 r = Fractional change 
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Figure 9. Room Temperature Agin§ Curves 
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